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Dear partners, Friends, Beneficiaries and all

We at Club Rafiki youth center, we are endlessly motivated by the accomplishment of our 
children, teenagers, youth, families and community. We are fortunate to present to you our 
annual report for the fiscal years completed in June 2022.

In this report, you will meet our extraordinary youth learning, about their resilience, success 
and programs outcome. From Club Rafiki committed volunteers, grassroots beginning 48 
years ago, it has been loyal to its goals by staying true to its mission and values. Therefore, 
after this long period, Club Rafiki has become a complex multi-services, multisite organization 
with influence at local, regional and national reach with an international recognition through it 
accomplishment.

This annual report gives us also an opportunity to thanks all our partners who have stand with 
us on our journey, individuals donors, community collaborators, charitable foundation, 
corporate supporters, public institutions and government agencies. 
Club Rafiki supporters are increasing each and every year, furthermore we really thank you 
for your support, mentoring, guidance and everything that you have done to help us 
accomplish our mission.

With warm regards and appreciation.

Done at Kigali on 1st July 2022

ALAMBA Stéphanie

Club Rafiki legal Representative

ALAMBA Stephanie                                 
The Legal Representantive                   
of Club Rafiki

I. OUR SINCERE APPRECIATION
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This report talks about the role of youth at this center on global and regional development 
agendas, to ensure harmonization of targets and indicators. 

CLUB RAFIKI’S PROGRAMS REFLECT ON 
GLOBAL AGENDAS

The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), also known as the Global Goals, 
were adopted by the United Nations in 2015 as a universal call to action to end 
poverty, protect the planet, and ensure that by 2030 all people enjoy peace and 
prosperity. The 17 SDGs are integrated they recognize that action in one area 
will affect outcomes in others, and that development must balance social, 
economic and environmental sustainability. Countries together with Rwanda 
committed to prioritize progress for those who're furthest behind. The SDGs are 
designed to end poverty, hunger, violence, AIDS, and discrimination against 
women and girls. The creativity, know-how, technology and financial resources 
from all society are necessary to achieve the SDGs in every context. In this Club 
Rafiki’s annual report, you will enjoy our contribution to achieve these global 
goals.

WE WORK TO IMPROVE THE LIVES OF YOUNG PEOPLE 

SDGs IN ACTION: 

The National Strategy for Transformation (NST1) next seven years (2017-2024) 
which is also the Seven Year Government Programme (7YGP) comes at a unique 
moment in the country’s development trajectory which will see the crossover from 
Vision 2020 towards Vision 2050. This strategy is expected to lay it’s foundation for 
decades of sustained growth and transformation that will accelerate the move 
towards achieving high standards of living for all Rwandans. This strategy has 3 
main pillars, which are Economic Transformation, Social Transformation and 
Transformational Governance. The part of Youth and women empowerment and 
development are really appreciable. 

SUPPORT AND EMPOWER YOUTH AND 
WOMEN AS CORE BUSINESS

NST1: 
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“Already with youth, 
the energy, the talent, 
the desire to do things, 
whether it is sports”



Club Rafiki 48 years of it services to youth and the community of Nyarugenge District and Kigali 
in general are an inspiring example of a steadfast commitment and important contribution we 
can all make to our society. Youth frequenting the center through various programs have been 
given opportunities during the course of this length period to explore the positive impact that can 
be achieved through focusing on their dreams, dedication and selfless commitment to their 
community, likewise Club Rafiki, in partnership with Ministry of Youth and Culture and the City of 
Kigali through Nyarugenge District, we implement the HIV-National Strategic Plan Project 
funded by Global Fund. We firstly thank our partners comprising other public institutions like 
Ministry of health, National Youth Council and NGOs   like DUHAMIC- ADRI through its Achieve 
project, Society for Family health (SFH) Enabel, KOICA, RBC, FVA, Ineza Foundation, Giants 
of Africa, Akazi Kanoze Access (AKA), Prince’s Trust International (PTI) Book aids, indigo 
foundation, Friends of Rafiki, V-Art an initiative for girls graduated in multimedia and youth Clubs 
for saving and fighting AIDS and Drugs among peers.

After a long period the world being suppressed by COVID-19 and now that preventive measures 
has be implemented to tackle the pandemic, Club Rafiki continue to encourage youth to take full 
responsibility to get vaccinated as the solution to avoid the spread of COVID-19 and stay safe 
from it threat, it was demonstrated that the unity that connect the center and the youth 
community is one of the strength that allow Club Rafiki to accomplish many positive changes 
among the youth and the community in general. The center also acknowledges the contribution 
of youth volunteers from various program at the center who demonstrated enthusiasm and 
devotion for the past year to be a source of reliability and support to diverse activities that the 
center conduct in a regular basis.

Together, 
we make 
memories 

in the 
people’s 
hearts 

II. INTRODUCTION
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2021/22III. ACHIEVEMENTS IN THIS YEAR 

The number of youth who attended the inclusion youth-friendly services at the center increased 
intensely from 89,268 in 2020/21 to 468,883 in this current fiscal year ended June 2022; the 
well-defined reasons of this intensification is the diminution of the number of COVID-19 cases as 
serious pandemic touches our youth friendly services namely health, sports, leisure, recreation, 
talents promotion, friendship among youth, health services with others, etc.  In this reporting 
period we received also the great number of the esteemed visitors from Rwanda and foreign 
countries, we organised also different events including the highest event where we received big 
number of the youth and different high authorities of the country. 

Youth-friendly services are services that are accessible, equitable, comprehensive, efficient, 
acceptable, and appropriate for the youth.

1. THE CENTER’S PARTICIPANTS/ATTENDEES 

Table 1: The number of youth visited the center 

298,919 169,964 468,883 64% 36%

Male Female Male% Female%Total

Club Rafiki Nyamirambo is a youth friendly center located in Nyarugenge District that brings 
children and youth together to learn various disciplines that nurture their education and life skills. 
In addition, Club Rafiki develops the talents of children and youth, especially girls and young 
women, who are enabled to grow and be empowered through social, educational, cultural, and 
sporting programs. Some of them are shortened as following:   
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THE FUTURE OF AFRICA IS BUILT WITHIN 

During the visit of His Excellence Paul Kagame, President of the Republic of Rwanda in August 8th 
2017 at Club Rafiki, a stopover in which he was accompanied by Mr. Masai Ujiri the President and 
founder of Giant of Africa in an inaugural ceremony of a freshly refurbished basketball courts at the 
center, a long term journey began on that day that will transform youth live both boys and girls and 
allow them to become valuable asset to the community and the country using Club Rafiki Youth 

center as a platform to achieve their goals.

As we speak today, 5 years later these youth friendly basketball courts have seen a rise in youth 
athlete talents who mastered the game and understood that basketball is a tool that will bring them 
success and take them to the next level, as a result Club Rafiki basketball courts has produce 
countless young boys and girls who play in some of the best basketball teams across the country 
including abroad as well, and the center is continually see the increase of young children/youth boys 
and girls who took an interest in the game and are attending regularly basketball training at the 
center including others educational and sportive activities.

Therefore, in a course of year 2022, Club Rafiki basketball courts was restored again to upgrade it’s 
to the upper standard and it was great privilege to see the presence of H.E. Paul Kagame and
 Mr. Masai Ujiri and Giant of Africa team attending the unveiling ceremony of the courts on 21st of 
May 2022.

That date marked the beginning of new era, a game changes in the life of youth athlete 
beneficiaries of Club Rafiki basketball courts, conversely the President as a wise visionary 

predicted the importance of such projects when cited

OUR BASKETBALL COURTS, OUR OPPORTUNITY 

“Young people of Africa have a lot of talent that may not come out without the kind 
of opportunities provided by such projects”

COMMITMENT AND DEDICATION ALWAYS PAY BACK
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Youth basketball novices including 50% of girls get 

inspired in the game by playing with H.E. Paul Kagame.

Youth basketball novices including 50% of girls get 

inspired in the game by playing with H.E. Paul Kagame.
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Through this programme youth access the counseling, family planning, voluntary counseling and 
testing (VCT), and information on treatment of sexually transmitted infection (STI) and other health 
services as defined by the World Health Organization (WHO).

The number of youth served in VCT services increased from 3,178 in 2020/21 to 3,552 in this 
present year, the number of HIV-positive cases are 46 cases. The prevalence is 3%, finally, the 
number of condoms distributed is increased from 35,757 to 43,219 in this recent report.

2. VCT SERVICES

Table 2: The number of youth accessed HIV Voluntary Counseling and Testing services 

Male Female Couples Male Female TotalTotal M% F% Male Female Total

# Counseled and Tested 
VCT

# HIV 
Positive HIV Prevalence

1,904 1,648 799 14 32 46 1% 2%

Condoms 
distributed

3,552 29,054 14,165 43,219
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Pleasure for a moment; pain for a lifetime. Say NO to unprotected sex



Sauti ya Dada ("The Girl's Voice") creates spaces for adolescent girls in Kenya, 
Tanzania, Uganda, Rwanda, and South Sudan to access and exchange 
information and tools they need to activate and grow their leadership skills. The 
program partners with grassroots leaders and teachers to provide support to 
girls in order for them to learn, discover and develop their agency as well as 
contribute to catalyzing change in their communities, countries, and the world. 
Sauti ya Dada is centered on encouraging girls to develop and deepen a strong 
sense of self by creatively reflecting on their identity and potential so as to 
realize a better future. This initiative created by Creative Action Institute located 
in Kenya and Club Rafiki is a member of this platform. In January 22, 2022, A 
team of 30 girls from SteFamille school visited the center, after being introduced 
to different programs of the center, they were meet with VCT counselor Chantal 
who had the opportunity to educate them on matter of Sexual Reproductive 
Health and Rights (SRHR), HIV and unwanted pregnancy prevention, birth 
control including the role that they can play toward their peers by sharing with 
them the knowledge acquired at the center during their study trip. Eventually she 
sensitized them to be frequenting youth center like Rafiki that has the 
opportunities for youth

School girls are very attentive 

during the SRHR session 

The Girl’s Voice : 
Girls from Ste Famille school 

visited Club Rafiki 
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The number of girls/young women tested increased from 421 in 2020/21 to 501 in this report, but 
the percentage of pregnancy increased from 30% of positive cases to 33%.  It means that young 
women are always the victims, as mentioned in table 132 of positive cases who are young girls 
between 21 to 30 years.  This is a serious issue to Rwanda’s plans to achieve development with 
the top participation of its young population.

REDUCING TEEN PREGNANCY 
IS EACH AND EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY

3. PREGNANCY TEST
Youth faces various sexual and reproductive health problems in developing countries. The major 
health problems like unintended pregnancy, unsafe abortion, and sexually transmitted infections 
are common among youth in Rwanda. Club Rafiki tested and counselled girls and young women as 
highlighted above. 

Table 3: The number of young women and girls tested Pregnancy 

General Total

Below 
16 years old

16-20 
years old

21-25
 years old

26-30 
years old

Above 
30 years

Total PercentageResults 

Total Negative

Total Positive 0 6 71 61 26

0 19 129 113 76 337 67%

33%

100%

164

0 25 200 174 102 501
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As figures show above in this corner we touched 10,699 in the Interpersonal Communication and 
Peer education youth-friendly engagements. In the activities of screening education video, we 
received 15,435 in this year, for the community outreach activities we received 65,517 and we 
educated young people on SRHR and orients them where they can find more services according to 
the individual's issues or wishes.

SEX WORKERS HAVE A HARD LIFE: 

Nyamirambo is one of the area where you 
come across with a large number of sex 
workers and Club Rafiki which is situated 
in the area have seen a considerable 
number of them come to the center often 
to collect condoms and for various 
services, that is the reason why Club 
Rafiki adopted the initiative to gather 20 
sex workers among them with the main 
objective to educate them and provide to 
them adequate teaching in the following 
issues : -Educate them on the danger of 
unprotected sex, -Educate them about the 
negative consequences of being a sex 
worker, -Provide them with education on 
SRHR, -Teach them how to use condoms 
properly to avoid leaking of secretion and 
risk of contamination.  After providing them 
the mentioned educative session which 
was delivered to them by professional 
counselor and peer educator, the 
participants were given the following 
Hygienic items; one box of condoms and 
one box of sanitary pads. This donation 
acted as a sign of goodwill to promote 
among themselves healthy hygiene.

“I started coming to club Rafiki collecting free 
condoms because I can’t afford to buy them in the 
shop and I acknowledge that in my sphere of work 
condoms are very important however sometimes 
I’m desperate for money I become careless but it’s 
big risk I took to have sexual intercourse without 
protection but now being here giving insight of 
how I must be careful in future and lessons learnt 
here today will help me shape my life and stay safe 
and healthy in my life.” Aline 28 years old, sex 
worker  

“Today I feel so fortunate to be here at Club, 
honestly I do this job because of poverty even 
though I acknowledge the danger I’m exposed to 
by doing sex work but I don’t have others means 
to provide for myself, sometimes we are beaten 
up, some others times we are arrested and thrown 
in jail without counting the risk of being killed by 
a psychopath client, it is too risky but by receiving 
this teaching today it give me another views of life 
and I hope if I put in action this teachings I may be 
able to transform my life direction for good.” José 
25 years old, sex worker

ACCESS TO QUALITY SRHR SERVICES IS ESSENTIAL 

4. BCC ACTIVITIES 
Behaviour Change Communication (BCC) is an interactive process of any intervention with 
individuals, group or community to develop communication strategies to promote positive health 
behaviours which are appropriate to the current social conditions and thereby help the society to 
solve their pressing health problems.

Table 4: The number of youth benefited the outreach communication’ activities 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

IPC & Peer Education Education video Screening
Community outreach activities 

(special events)

6,589 4,110 10,699 8,725 6,710 15,435 46,741 18,776 65,517
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 SUPPORTING PREVENTION AND CONTROL OF NCDS

City of Kigali by way of 
Nyarugenge District in 
collaboration with Medical 
Students Association Rwanda 
(Medisar), Kimisagara and Club 
Rafiki youth centers with financial 
support from Enabel Rwanda. 
organized on 23rd and 24th April 
2022 a community mobilization 
campaign across the City of Kigali 
with the objective to sensitize 
youth/community about the danger 
of Non-Communicable Diseases 
(NCDs), fight and prevention of 
HIV/drugs abuse among youth, 
Mental health promotion, Family 
planning services with aim to avoid 
unwanted pregnancy among girls 
and young women, Circumcision 
and condoms distribution.  The 2 
days outreach campaign activities 
were conducted in 3 site across 
the City including; Nyabugogo site, 
Kimisagara Youth center and Club 
Rafiki and the outcome of the 
campaign was impactful in lifting 
the spirit of youth and prepare 
them to be involved deeply in this 
kind of undertaking and become 
the voice of youth for a future 
outreach campaign.

WAKE-UP! Engaging youth in Non-Communicable Disease prevention and control

11 October 2021: 

girls participated on the 
event at the center 
received pieces of 
advices on SRHR and 
gifts to encourage them 
to be involved in center 
activities

The celebration of international day of Girl                                                                             

KIGALOIS:
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Girl's smile can change the world, lets fight 
for seeing their smilling



Youth empowerment is a process in which young people are encouraged to take charge of their 
lives. They do this by addressing their situation and then take action in order to improve their 
access to resources and transform their consciousness through their beliefs, values, and 
attitudes. Youth empowerment aims to improve quality of life. Youth empowerment is achieved 
through participation in youth empowerment programs. Club Rafiki’s youth empowerment 
services continue to serve youth in their job search journey where we provide career guidance, 
secretariat services, online application, tips to interview and CV, application letter including Job 
desk.

30 Youth both boys and girls from Nyamirambo area between the age of 18 and 35 years, 
comprising of graduate of high school, students, even school drops have been given an 
opportunity to participate in a three-month training on how to bargain a job position or to 
become self-reliant by creating your own business and make it successful. The training started 
on 30th march 2022 at Club Rafiki youth center which was organized by Akazi Kanoze Access 
(AKA) a local NGO with objective to help youth by providing them with the knowledge that will 
help them secure a job position in labor market or become self-reliant by creating employment 
for themselves. In this objective AKA partners with Prince’s Trust International (PTI) from UK, 
an organization that was founded by the Prince of Wales to tackle the global crisis of youth 
unemployment, actually it operating among 13 countries from the commonwealth realm and 
beyond. or become self-reliant by creating jobs 

During this fiscal year, youth empowerment and entrepreneurship services at center 
experienced a standardize attitude as youth continue to be empowered through training and 
job seek opportunity provided by these programs.

Visitors from PTI 
sharing views 

and experiences 
with trainees

5. YOUTH ECONOMIC EMPOWERMENT 
AND EMPLOYMENT

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

Trainings on entrepreneurship 
and job creation

Job desk beneficiaries Saving groups creation
   and follow-up

926 1,451 2377 7,776 4,246 12,022 100 73 173

Amount saved 
by youth/FRW

666,700

Table 5: The number of youth benefited Entrepreneurship, 
Youth Economic empowerment and Employment promotion activities

YOUTH BELIEVE: 
THE JOUNEY OF GETTING OR CREATING JOBS 
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 LIFE CHANGE THROUGH SKILLS

Move toward your

 

Rosalie, a girl graduated in Digital Media 
Production at college IPRC/Kigali in 2019. She 
found a link in what’s app group Job Desk created 
by Club Rafiki about an opening for internship in 
communication in Lando O’ Lakes Venture 37, the 
group was created by Club Rafiki youth in 2017 
with the objective to help graduate and skilled 
labor forces to apply for a job, doing internship, 
scholarship and to secure a job placement in 
various domain. As we speak now, Rosalie is 
working in communications Intern at Lando O’ 
Lakes Venture 37, and her position in the 
organization give her the opportunity to improve 
her knowledge in her career as communication 
agent and she recommend others youth seeking 
for a job to be wise to know when opportunity 
come their ways and seize it to use it to their 
advantage. Rosalie taking pictures during her 

field works in rural area

Jabiru, Assistant trainer of UDS  participated in an 
online training in hospitality at Club Rafiki 
organized by Hotel vatel Rwanda, a certificate 
was delivered to them and that  was the road path 
to great opportunity that allowed Jabiru to 
complete another training at Radisson blue 5 
stars hotel and  to work as waiter in VIP meeting 
like  International telecommunication Union (ITU) 
and CHOGM held in Kigali his task was to set the 
tables, select appropriate stencils, serving 
breakfast, lunch, cocktail and dinner including 
holding trays. Jabiru believe that online training 
was the opportunity for him to shape his future in 
hospitality.   

dream

Jabiru holding a tray of plates in 
Kigali Convention Center’ kitchen

A good prospect opens 
 many doors
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Hamza, is a graduate as engineer, he is one of the youth partici-
pate at club especially in the sport action, after getting the news 
about this program he joins his peers in employment services 
after 1 month he got job in the big campaign called solar system 
ltd

Over the past years, Club Rafiki continued to help the youth as usual in various services 
provided by the center, this includes ICT and others various programs. Finally, youth 
frequenting the center acknowledge the contribution that our service is provided to them to 
make their life easier especially in this era when digital literacy is part of our daily lives.

ICT lab at Club Rafiki has been playing an impactful role to tackle unemployment among 
youth and majority of its beneficiaries during this quarter found opportunity to secure job 
placement in various domain.

The rapidly decreasing real cost of the 
necessary Information and Communication 
Technologies, combined with enormous 
changes to available infrastructure, have 
allowed many young people to take 
advantage of technology to do and achieve 
things that in the past was impossible to 
accomplish.

6. ICT AND COMPUTER SKILLS

SUCCESS: 
ALL OUR DREAMS CAN COME TRUE

Table 6: The number of youth advanced the ICT activities

9,675 4,859 14,534 66.57% 33.43%

Male Female Male% Female%

53

Computers Good conditionTotal
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During this period, ICT lab conducted various 
activities and the following are: 

Club Rafiki has been conducting an outreach 
program in  rural areas of Kanyinya and 
Mageregere by helping youth from those areas 
to have access to Digital literacy and make 
them aware of the danger of cyber crime and 
how they can protect their digital privacy 
through cyber security and that was one of the 
main focus  during those training for duration of 
two years. 
  

Due to the wishes of young people 
and their need in digital literacy 
knowledge among them, youth 
frequenting the center was privileged  
when the center initiated through its 
ICT skills program, this initiative is 
conducted in the weekend days 
during school term and during 
holidays additional days are 
encouraged to occupy them 
meaningfully. 

6 boys and 6 girls named “Wellness 
warrior” participated in a training organized 
by Y-Lab at the center with aim to help young 
people especially youth living with mental 
health problem, a survey conducted 
demonstrate  that one among four youth are 
living with mental health problem. 

Building the youth future through ICT
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PHOTOGRAPHY IS MY PROFESSION 
AND OCCUPATION IS MY ADDICTION

Vi-art is the girls’ initiative for amplifying visual art skil ls, in collaboration with Club Rafiki, we organized a youth 
friendly training of photography to the youth from club’s programs namely fashion and urban dance groups, the aim 
of this session is to assist youth to be able to use a professional camera, taking and editing photos and videos by 
using exact software by means of this skil ls to promote their talents through capturing and using the more profes-
sional videos and photos. This session taken 4 days with 4 hours per day, additionally, the participants of this 
session were 10 including 5 girls; subsequently, the participants are using these skil ls for improving their initiatives 
mainly for promoting their talents and youth in general.

As conclusion, we appreciated this opportunity for contributing on the vision of our country especially on the 
main point for educating big number of youth about vocational trainings. This training was successful com-
pleted as planned, participants are stil l need more practices and some refresher trainings as they shared 
during the training.

AS GIRL, I WANT TO BE A PHOTOGRAPHER
 
Before I was scared to even touch a camera, I 
had beliefs that photographing is for boys. 
However, after this training I felt confident and I 
am able to do setting of a camera and take a 
good photo. As fashion designers it will be very 
helpful for us to be able to show our models 
through photos, the challenges we faced was 
the short time, we needed enough time to learn 
more. Anitha with her friend are learning 

how to use a camera. 

I LEARN MY FUTURE LIFE

I always wanted to edit my photos but I didn’t 
have that opportunity nor the ability to pay for 
short courses. Thanks to our sisters from Vi-art for 
this training, now I can take a professional photo 
and editing it for posting on my social media. As 
dancer it was hard for us to create a poster for 
promoting our youth friendly activities. 

Bonfils - Urban dance 
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Vocational training refers to instructional programs or courses that focus on the skil ls required for a particu-
lar job function or trade. In vocational training, education prepares youth/trainees for specific careers, 
disregarding traditional, unrelated practical subjects.

These programs stil l attract different kind of youth especially girls and young women who saw it is an 
opportunity to learn how they can create their own businesses or trade that can help them become self-reli-
ant.

 
It’s just my music.

I’M 

7. VOCATIONAL TRAININGS

Table 7: The number of youth benefited the activities of the vocational trainings 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total

Handcraft/Tailoring Guitar and Music Class knitting and crocheting

1,010 1,986 2,996 138 68 206 98 813 911
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“As usual at club Rafiki, our goal is to facilitate youth who didn’t get the chance to go to 
school, that’s why Club with our partners and friends, we had an idea to help youth 
mainly girls, to get sewing skills. We choose sewing because the youth wanted to learn 
it too, we are helping them, so they can benefit from this.” Said Joyce on behalf of Club 
Rafiki 

“We have 20 students who attend regularly, they are eager to learn 
because sewing is a booming and profitable skill. It has an impact on 
Rwandans livelihood.” Said Esperance, Tailoring trainer 

“The reason I came learning how to sew is because sewing never 
goes out of trend.” Said Jasmin Beneficiary 

“The reason I am taking sewing classes at Rafiki is because I love it and 
wish to make a career out of it.” Said Janati Beneficiary 

“I am here because I want to make my own designs.”  Said Chadia 
Beneficiary                                                                               

I’m  just a Girl who loves tailoring…

Throughout this year, we started the new program called “tailoring and handcraft 
program for girls and young women” tailoring activities joined the programs of handcraft 
and knitting was initiated by a girl who had a passion to support teen mothers. After 
opening this program, we got big number of girls wanted to join and according to the space, 
materials and the number of sewing machines, Club Rafiki was able to receive 20 girls and 
young women (teen mothers) including two boys in tailoring training. Currently, this 
program is conducted 5 days a week, it is composed by 2 classes 1 in a morning starting 
8h to 12h am and 1 in afternoon 14h to 17h pm. Finally, we have 6 sewing machines 
including 1 Embroidery electrical sewing Machine, 3 Mechanical Sewing Machine, 1 
Overlocker Sewing Machine or Serger and 1 Buttonhole (multipurpose sewing machine).

Girls 
everywhere 

are 
educated, 
respected, 
and heard.

TAILORING AND HANDCRAFT 
PROGRAM
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Let Our VoicE HearD ThroUgh 
Film MakiNg

Spotlight:
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Nkundabose Emmanuel, 29 years’ resident of Nyarugenge District 
after graduating in film production in Kigali 10 years ago started 
making films on his own with the support of Club Rafiki. As time went 
by he excelled in the domain through hard work and dedication, as 
we speak today Emmanuel has reached a highly skilled level in 
making films and has been participating in making some of the best 
films across the city and collaborating with one of the biggest 
filmmakers in Rwanda like Seburikoko, Papa Sava, Bamenya etc..

Emmanuel has established a film-making company, a youth focused 
platform with the objective to promote youth talent in this domain, 
especially those talented youths with potential but don’t have the 
opportunity and platform where to demonstrate their talent, thus they 
may develop themselves economically and become self–reliant 
using film- making as means to achieve their dreams.   

…. The journey 
is what brings 
us happiness…

…. The journey 
is what brings 
us happiness…

…. The journey 
is what brings 
us happiness…



The meaningful effect of handmade

The objective of this activity is 
to amplified the governmental 
youth priority for job creation, 
income generation and 
poverty alleviation 
opportunities in developing 
the microenterprise-handcraft 
linkage, with special attention 
to the youth.

…Girls are busy making 
their own jewelry for selling
 in their communities…

MAKE SKILFULLY BY HAND.

Youth appreciat-
ed this space for 
promoting their 
talent, friendship 
with their peers, 
open dialogue 
on SRHR among 
them, discussing 
about entrepre-
neurship, job 
creation, saving 
spirit.  

HANDCRAFT IS MAKING DIFFERENCE: 
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 Give Me A GuitAr, I WoulDn’T Get BoreD 
AnywHere

MUSIC IS THE SOCIAL ACT OF COMMUNICATION 
AMONG PEOPLE, A GESTURE OF FRIENDSHIP

Kevin, 17 years old passionate of Music Especially Guitar 
instrument started attending guitar instrument class at 
Club Rafiki youth center in 2020 as an amateur player. 
With strong desire to learn and commitment to achieve 
his dream he dedicate his energy and discipline to learn 
how to play guitar and he became one of the best regular 
apprentice with a strong willingness to acquire new 
knowledge in his quest of playing guitar each and every 
day, he was encouraged by her mother who supported 
his ambition and dream by buying Kevin a brand new 
guitar so that he may be able to reviews his practices at 
home when he don’t attend class at Club Rafiki.
As time went by he acquire enough knowledge in playing 
guitar and started to master the art, as we speak now 
Kevin is earning money by teaching guitar lesson to 
young children in their community, using his own guitar 
and the knowledge in the art acquired through Rafiki 
band at Club Rafiki, moreover the money he earns by 
teaching guitar, he use it to buy school materials and 
necessary commodity like sport gear and shoes by 
himself instead of relying on his parent for such 
expenditure; thus it’s a true living testimony on how talent 
well nurtured can make a big difference in our life. 

Spotlight:
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 “As girls, we have to believe in our vision, every child dreams to be 
like his/her special role model, sometimes our society limits us to 
stick on our hope, imagine living in a hopeless life, it is a sad life, 
you cannot live in this world without having a mission, when you 
have a desire to empower others, it is very important especially for 
us as girls to continue to believe that we can do it.” Miss said.  

Club Rafiki and its partners continue to join hands to protect and promote teens/youth from making 
wrong decision, but encourage them to make sound knowledgeable choice. The youth-friendly 
activities done for/by teens themselves are contributing in this process and build their future. 

During her visit to Club Rafiki youth center, Miss Rwanda Ingabire Grace has encouraged youth to 
keep dreaming big and let their talent grow as they plan for their future. She was addressing the 
youth at the center on Wednesday, October 6, 2021 during a closing ceremony of a two-day training 
in dancing and culture boosting skills. After touring various activities and programs that gather 
together children and youth at the center, Miss Ingabire appreciated the talents of the youth, urging 
them to prepare their future with a purpose to achieve things that contribute to the community 
development.

This category is showing us that, it was favored by youth. The level that we reached this year can 
be a great witness of this idea. In the previous report, we received 204,249 youth including 
64,036 females in the different sport discipline this is a good achievement when you compare the 
situation of last year. 

8. SPORTS, LEISURE, TALENT 
            DETECTION AND PROMOTION

 

MISS RWANDA 2021, INGABIRE GRACE URGES YOUTH TO DREAM BIG 
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Table 8: The number of youth benefited this youth friendly services 

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Sports and Leisure Talent detection and promotion 

140,213 64,036 204,249 3,188 1,860 5,048

M% F%

69 31

M% F%

63 37



The Chinese Ministry of Commerce organized an online training course for coaches in Badminton 
game for French speaking countries from 15th to 21st December 2021. Rwanda is one of the 9 
French-speaking countries that participated in that training, and is one among the countries that has 
been given the right to provide the largest number of trainees 37 both boys and girls compare to other 
countries that provided a minimum of 5 participants. Club Rafiki youth center badminton team is one 
of the team that provided a big numbers of Rwandan athlete who participated in the training. After 
completion of training, athlete participants were awarded a certificate of recognition as badminton 
coaches by the ministry of commerce on 26th February 2022. As result over the past couple of months, 
they have materialized an excel in skills and professionalism, majority are well prepared to compete in 
different badminton competition locally and abroad as well.

In the Past years, Club Rafiki realized the need of youth living with 
disability who have potential and are very talented  but don’t have 
opportunities or platform where they can demonstrate their skills 
due to prejudice and stigma that surround them in their daily lives. 
After detected the hidden talents among them and the driving force 
within them to promote their various talent, the center became a 
place where they find solace and feel belonging and welcomed, as 
a result Club Rafiki  has be encouraging youth with disability to be 
involved deeply in the cente activities, by giving them priorities in 
different activities and promoting their talent in a meaningfull ways 
so that they may achieve their goals by pursuing  their dreams

CLUB RAFIKI GAINED 37 BADMINTON COACHES

������������������������

our participation is needed

It has been for a length period Club Rafiki has 
been given a special priority to promote and 
develop talent of disabled people, even during 
the renovation of the facility, they upgraded a 
specific entrance and exit to center basketball 
courts and others playground so that people 
living with disability may feel belonging to the 
center also and have easy access to facility 
without discrimination or prejudice. 

DISABLEB PEOPLE 

Mohammed plays baskeball at Club Rafiki 

ARE GIVEN SPACE TO ENJOY BASKETBALL
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RAFI’KIDS 
Basketball as a driving force, education as a goal
Rafi’kids a based basketball organization from Belgium and Swiss has been in partnership with 
Club Rafiki since April 2012 and since then it has been organizing basketball camps at the Club 
Rafiki during school holidays in which they train children/youth different basketball skills and 
discipline including providing to them necessary sportive gears comprising of shoes, jersey, balls 
etc. These activities have been conducted in a yearly basis by Rafikid’s at Club, unfortunately 
with the outbreak of Covid-19 two years ago those activities of conducting a basketball camp was 
put on hold due to preventive measures of this worldwide pandemic and the restriction that 
banned all body contactable sports which become the reason why the camp wasn’t conducted for 
two years.

However, on the beginning of this year, January 2022 although travelling wasn’t possible for 
Rafikid’s team, they manage to collect a donation of 800kg of items comprising of 140 pairs of 
shoes,120 ball and hundreds of sport jersey destined to children/youth from Rafikid’s at Club 
Rafiki Nyamirambo. The donation was shipped and arrived at the center safely and it’s was 
distributed to rightful owners who are beneficiaries of Rafikid’s camp. Moreover, Club Rafiki 
acknowledge the contribution of Rafikid’s on the quest to promote basketball among young 
generation from Nyamirambo and Kigali in general including also their financial support of helping 
youth vulnerable to cover their education fees and others related supports. As our partnership 
continue to outshining, we at Club Rafiki are looking forward to continue building a strong 
collaboration with Rafikid’s and work hands in hands in our common goal to promote and develop 
our youth using basketball as a tool to accomplish our mission. 

FOR YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW: #STRONGERTOGETHER



SPINNERS TABLE TENNIS CLUB DISPLAYS  THE TROPHY 

On 28th May 2022, Spinners table tennis 
club operating at Club Rafiki youth 
center participated in the Genocide 
Memorial Tournament (GMT) that was 
hosted at Masoro in Gasabo district  in 
the City of Kigali. The tournament was 
divide in two category comprising of 
junior and senior level and Spinner side 
senior category work away with a trophy 
as winners of the competition, players 
who contested was awarded gold medal 
and trophy as first runner and was 
immediately selected a s the team that 
will participate in the coming East Africa 
Table Tennis competition to be held from 
23rd to 24th July 2022 in Kigali / 
Rwanda. 

Youth from Rafiki performed during CHOGM meetings

Urban Dance School (UDS) keeps excelling to 
reach next level, and during this period besides 
providing professional dance crews who performed 
in various stage and VIP hosting venue like, the 
inaugural ceremony of a newly refurbished Club 
Rafiki basketball courts attended by H.E. President 
Paul Kagame, UDS members joined others 
professional dancers to perform in different 
CHOGM meetings to entertain dignitaries from 
across the world including assisting others famous 
artist in various live music concert.On the other 
hands, UDS head trainer attended from 29th April to 
29th May a monthly tour performance and training 
organized by Mashirika in Berlin/ Germany. The 
experiences and skills acquired in the tour, he 
attend to share it with UDS beneficiaries as well.
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Representative of Olympic committee deliver the 
Trophy to Patrick the winner of the competition 
during the GMT 



SHARING THE FRUITS OF URBAN DANCE SCHOOL  

“I’m very happy today, I thank everyone who accompanied us from the beginning of this journey for promoting our talent, 
today we start a new level for continuing to build our future in this domain.” Christian said

“We are very happy to get this award for Frw 200,000, this is a great time 
to us, we are well encouraged to continue to promote this talent, 
additionally we got full package related to Discipline and health, with 
these, we’ve a hope to be the best performers today and tomorrow, I 
thank all who provide any kind of support today we recognize you and 
all” Ally said 

“Wow!  Very joyful, we are winner today 
and we are committed to stay winners, 
we dedicate this award to all friends 
especially from Urban Dance School, 
thanks and cheers” Sharon said 

Grand Afro is one of the subgroups created by Urban Dance School according to the 
neighborhood of its participants, the aim of creating these crews was to help its beneficiaries to 
continue to access the activities of UDS program and support their friends to access the online 
dancing and health program especially during this period everyone need to respect preventive 
measures of Covid-19 outbreak. After the creation of this group, the UDS trainers continued to 
follow them and sharing with them some opportunistic achievement. In that way Grand Afro 
participated in the competition themed “Twika kuri Ayoba” which means “Shine with ayoba” 
ayoba is one of the application of MTN mobile telecommunications Company works here in 
Rwanda.  After winning this competition, Grand Afro members shared with us their feeling 

Winning doesn't always mean being first. 

Spotlight:
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: EverYbodY Has TaleNt, 
But AbilIty TakeS Hard Work

Spotlight:

Junior, Patrick and Kiza three youth from Nyamirambo manifested a strong interest in basketball 
game since their childhood, likely they lived near Club Rafiki youth center where there is 
basketball court. They start come to play with others children often at early age, as years went 
on, their skills in the game was revealed and they became more involved in basketball at Club 
Rafiki. Passionate of the game as they were and committed to their dreams of becoming one 
day professional players was the power energy behind their dedication and discipline that 
helped them to master the art of basketball game, of course all that was made possible with the 
support of Club Rafiki, organization like Giants of Africa , Rafiki kids and several coaches who 
sacrificed their time, skills and energy to shape and provide necessary skills that deserve a 
professional basketball player to them, as the result  today Junior, Patrick and  Kiza have been 
recruited as under 20 years second division players in APR Basketball team, one of the best 
team in the country and  the region.

On their testimonies, they acknowledge the positive role Club Rafiki has played to get them 
where they are today, they declare how growing-up near Club Rafiki was the biggest opportunity 
for them to achieve their goal, Rafiki was their home since childhood and they praise the 
mentoring and guidance they receive from the center, Giants of Africa, Rafiki kids and coaches 
who helped them realized their dreams, they also believe that the future still ahead, they will 
keep working very hard and grow with hope to reach a high level standard of players worldwide 
only the sky shall limit them. On the others hand, Junior, Patrick and Kiza wishes and encourage 
girls to be involved more in the basketball sport, they recognize that there are many 
opportunities for them in basketball and center like Club Rafiki and friends exist with mission to 
promote and help girls realized their dreams as well. 

Basketball is a 
powerful tool for 

development.

Basketball is a 
powerful tool for 

development. 



Note: The activities organize focused on the di�erent themes like HIV&STIs, 
Anti-drugs abuse, Unwanted pregnancies and other risky behaviors 
prevention Campaigns.

This program attempted to engage youth to face societal challenges through youth friendly 
activities organised as opportunities for civic education promotion and community dialogue.

On 30th of March 2022 Club Rafiki was honored with the visit of Honorable Minister Mr. 
Mohamed Orman Bangura, The Minister of youth affairs of Republic of Sierra Leone during his 
official visit in Rwanda.

DignItarY VisiT:  HON. BANGURA MOTIVATED YOUNG PEOPLE

“Dear young people of Africa, please note that we as young people need to do everything possible to 
protect our continent and generation from those negative thinking. We need to think progressively to 
build our countries and continent, the destiny of every young African is not in the hands of any one but 
rather in your own hands.” Said Minister Bangura 

1,

9. YOUTH MOBILIZATION AND 
CIVIC EDUCATION
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Table 9: The number of youth participated  

Male Female Total Number of campaigns done

18,040 7,524 25,564 43

M% F%

71 29



WOMEN ARE THE EPITOME OF COURAGE, HOPE, AND LIFE

Professor Shirley Kaye Randell is a leading expert in 
education, public sector and institutional reform in 
developing countries and in gender mainstreaming and 
human rights for women, on 12th June 2022, Professor 
Shirley visited Club Rafiki for the third time, two time as 
indigo foundation board members and this time as a 
friend. Prof. on the occasion, she had an opportunity to 
give a presentation to youth about gender equality and 
women empowerment, using as example the life of 
extraordinary women graduate of the Centre for gender, 
culture and development studies since their graduation 
in 2011 and in the same time, professor Randel 
encouraged youth/ especially girls present to go on and 
learning, reminding them that there is no age limit for 
learning, using her own personal experiences, how she 
achieved professorship through hard work and 
commitment even though she was a mother and house 
wife as well.

On 8th March 2022, Club Rafiki in collaboration with KOICA 
through World Friends Korea, indigo foundation and friends of 
Rafiki joined 25 women from different grassroots around 
Nyarugenge District including young women benefit the 
different programs at the center like, sewing/tailoring, 
handcrafts, VCT services clients etc. In a celebration of 
International Women Day. Partakers on this event who are 
mostly vulnerable women who cannot be satisfy to live from 
hand to mouth on their daily basis, during this joyful moment 
gave them also an opportunity to discuss among themselves 
how they can develop themselves by increasing income and 
improve their life standards. 

“I’m overjoyed about this occurrence to allow us to 
celebrate this day in a friendly environment and people, 
thank you to Club Rafiki for thinking about us, majority of 
us are vulnerable can’t afford to celebrate but this act of 
kindness is giving us hope and courage to keep moving 
forward and become good mothers and wives.” Said 
Josiane a street cleaner woman from Nyamirambo

“On behalf of Club Rafiki, I say thank you to both of you 
for attending this joyful moment and sharing ideas that 
are vital to motherhood, this day must remind us the role 
of women in the building of our nation and how their 
sacrifice is key to family grow and prosperity, I believe 
that the teaching highlighted here today will reach many 
women who are not here today and make a difference in 
our community in a meaningful way.” said Joyce from 
Club Rafiki. 

 

YOUTH GOT THE KNOWLEDGE ON GENDER FROM PROF. SHIRLEY  

Women were entertained with traditional and modern music 

WOMEN’S DAY: 
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Youth beneficiaries of Club Rafiki different programs for a length period have dedicated 
themselves to conduct voluntary community work in different areas across Nyarugenge district 
including in rural areas of Mageragere and Kanyinya where the center has been conducted 
different activities with the aim to promote and develop youth talent and provide them with skills 
opportunity that will allow them to become self-reliant in future. 

As a result, Club Rafiki by joining effort with youth to initiate this undertaking, it is a step forward 
toward a safer clean environment, and according to the youth who took this initiative, they 
believe that is the only way to give back to the community that raise them, especially by 
conducting these activities in much disadvantage areas where lack of hygiene has been causing 
many sicknesses among the community. 

Their hand out ranges from cleaning street and remove all hazardous waste from the area, 
rebuild demolished houses caused by rain or others natural disasters, construct toilet to 
vulnerable families who can’t afford the cost of construction, repair roof and others related act of 
refurbishment. Most of people who benefit from this charity act are poor families who are 
vulnerable and need help to live in a proper environment.  

WE ALL ACKNOWLEDGE THE CONTRIBUTION OF YOUTH
 THROUGH COMMUNITY WORK

COMMUNITY RAISE THE VALUE OF YOUTH

“God bless everyone who contributes in this act of charity for changing the life 
of my family, as you know toilet is very important, a house without this 
infrastructure is uncompleted house, it was shameful to my family to approach 
our neighbors for a permission to use their toilet, today, Youth from Kanyinya 
with their friends from Ra�ki make history, we will treat well this toilet with 
regular hygiene.” Said Anita, bene�ciary

Youth recognize their contribution toward community development 
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Children and youth beneficiaries of different programs at Club Rafiki voluntarily conducted a youth 
Umuganda (community work) with the aim to make the area on which they attend those educative 
and recreational activities a safer and clean. This initiative was conducted in different areas within 
Club Rafiki premise including the areas surrounding the center. After the cleaning of the center and 
the surrounding, youth were joined in a mass discussion in various topics concerning issues that 
always affect their lives in general. During this undertaking both boys’ and girls’ participants demon-
strate a commitment to participate and acknowledge the importance of community work. 

YOUTH CONTRIBUTION IN 
THE DEVELOPMENT

YoutH UmugAnda: 

Youth contribute in Umuganda 

Umuganda (community work) was 
reestablished in 1998 by the 
Rwandan government with the aim 
to develop and build our nation by 
providing an affordable safe and 
clean community for all, it happens 
habitually on the last Saturday of 
each month.

“Today I’m happy to learn more about different activities that happen here at Club Rafiki, it’s 
very important for us youth to be involved in this programs because it is for our own good, 
many youths in the country are longing for such opportunities but they don’t have it, we are 
privileged to live in Nyamirambo near the center” Said Raissa 15 years girl beneficiary.
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Ramazani 18 years a student at St JTS and Nicholas 22 years with a deaf disability, on April 
2022 participated on a drawing competition organized by Society for Family Health (SFH) 
through the Barame Project with financial support from Enabel, the contest covered 8 youth 
centers in the country and participants were asked to draw pictures containing keys message on 
Adolescents Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights (ASRHR) and how they can protect 
their dreams. After winning the competition, beside the money prizes received these two youth 
from Club Rafiki were offered quality drawing materials to draw their winning illustrations in the 
youth center they represented. As we speak today, those sketches are displayed in Club Rafiki 
youth center wall depicting strong message on SRHR and how youth can protect their dreams 
by stay away from undesirable behavior and bad influences.
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Ramazan in front of 
his illustration at Club 

Rafiki youth center

Ramazan in front of 
his illustration at Club 

Rafiki youth center

“This was a golden opportunity for me, being 
part of this competition and winning is a great 
achievement from me and the money I receive 
for winning help me to cover some expenses 
then I feel blessed today because I have my own 
drawing materials, I also believe that my talent is 
outshining because of the quality illustration 
materials I was able to use while displaying my 
drawing at Club Rafiki” Said Ramazan 18yrs from 
Nyarugenge

“I feel blessed and honored to be 
given this kind of opportunity to 
demonstrate my talent at Club 
Rafiki, it shows that people like us 
with disability are also given 
chance here at center” Said 
Nicholas 22 yrs deaf from Nyarugenge

My TaleNt, My FutuRe: 
FINE ART AS BREAKTHROUGH
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ORANGE CAMPAIGN: 

The 16 Days of Activism against Gender-Based Violence is an annual international campaign that kicks 
off on 25 November, the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women, and runs 
until 10 December, Human Rights Day. The ‘Orange Campaign’ was organized during the 16 Days of 
Activism to raise awareness, boost advocacy and create opportunities for discussion about the 
challenges and possible solutions on how best Gender Based-Violence (GBV) can be prevented and 
eliminated. Under this Campaign, our girl program called other club’s program for joining other national 
program with ambition to advocate the issues of girls including violence including the issues caused the 
teen pregnancies as serious issues in our country. Rwanda is lucky to have a very dynamic young 
generation with commitment to drive positive changes in our society. When it comes to eliminating 
gender related issues and GBV, putting them at the center and investing in their potentials are key 
towards a gender just and violence free society.

Silas Ngayaboshya Director General of Gender Promotion and Women Empowerment noted, 
“Fighting GBV concerns us all. However, changing mindsets and attitudes that have been instilled 
in our society for centuries requires multiple interventions. One of those is to involve young people 
who can be groomed from a young age to have a more gender sensitive approach in everything 
that they do. While culture and religion should be respected, we must evolve, sieve through and 
identify which of the norms and beliefs encourage discrimination and abuse and which ones are 
progressive. That is the only we will win this fight.” 

Girls accompanied by their brothers, conducted the different outreach activities   under the national 
theme “speak out! end of Gender Basic Violence. “during this 16 days of Activism to raise awareness, 
boost advocacy and create opportunities for discussion about the challenges and possible solutions on 
how Gender Based-Violence (GBV) can be prevented and eliminated. 

FIGHTING GENDER BASIC VIOLENCE CONCERNS US ALL



Our community library is a curated collection of sources of information and similar 
resources in a quiet environment conducive to study. It provides physical and digital 
access to material in physical location or a virtual space.

Queen's commonwealth essay competition is an annual and 
international writing competition for schools, established in 
1883. This essay writing is a side event of CHOGM. It is an 
opportunity for the Commonwealth citizens to share their 
thoughts, ideas and experience on key global issues. It is a 
way of developing youth creative writing and elevating their 
voices. The year 2021 theme was “Community in the 
Commonwealth”. It was a rewarding competition whereby 
winner and runner-up was awarded with gold, silver and 
bronze awards with opportunity to meet the Queen of 
England and participate in Educational and cultural event in 
London. Entries were accepted from mid-May 2021 until 30 
June 2021.

Youth from ECW participated in this competition because it 
was their opportunity to express their though and ideas 
through creative writing. This also goes not only with the 
mission of Club which is to put emphasis on the development 
of young people to grow in body and mind and being able to 
play significant role in national development through their 
creative writing but also the mission of Queen's 
Commonwealth Essay Competition which is to help its 
citizens especially youth to share their thoughts, ideas and 
experience on key global issues through development of 
creative writing and elevating their voices. Finally, this year 
12 ECW participants including 8 girls participated in this 
competition and they got the certificate of participation.  We 
are continuing to encourage everyone here to participate in 
such competition.

We are writing for a better world 

Queen's Commonwealth Essay Competition 2021: 

14,799

10. EDUCATION AND LIBRARY SERVICES
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Table 10: The number of youth benefited these services 

Note: In This year, youth attendance in the library increased from 2,631 in the fiscal year ended 
2021 to 6,130 in this progress report. and The number of children and youth attended 
English Corner Workshop and storytelling for kids increased from 1,082 in the previous 
year to 1,313 as highlighted on the table.

Male Female Total Male Female Total

Library services English Corner Workshop

4,527 1,603

M% F%

70 30

M% F%

60 306,130 449 303 752



Richard Kandt was the first colonial governor of Rwanda, on behalf of Germany, until the early 
1900s. At present, the Kandt House Museum in Kigali comprises three main parts. The first 
part presents Rwandan life in all its aspects – social, economic, and political – before the 
colonial period. The second part traces the experience of the Rwandan people during the 
colonial period. Following the Berlin Conference in 1884, the Germans ruled Rwanda until 
1916, when the Belgians took over under the League of Nations Mandate after World War I. 
Richard Kandt’s life and deeds in Rwanda are covered here. The third part covers the history 
of Kigali, before, during and after the colonial era. Kigali was made the capital upon 
independence in 1962. As wished by English Corner Workshop participants from the 
beginning of this program in 2017, in October 3, 2021, in collaboration with Kandt House 
Museum in Kigali, Club Rafiki organized a learning visit to this Museum. 15 girls and 9 boys 
with total of 24 joined this activity.

ECW VISITED KANDT HOUSE 

Our storytelling with kids on Saturday has improved compared to last 
month, and kids are reading using e-reader where they can �nd books, we 
do not have physically in the library. Children are learning how to access 
books online and we give tips and information of where to get the books so 
they can keep reading at home.
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MUSEUM IN KIGALI: 

STORYTELLING ENCOURAGES YOUNG PEOPLE  



Practices is continuing according the 
guidelines

After the visit, ECW 
participants got the 

opportunity for taking a 
group photo as 

remembrance of this 
memorable visit to 

them.

The participants are watching a snake during 
the visit
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WITH KOICA RWANDA: 
 WE ARE WELL EQUIPPED FOR A BETTER TOMMOROW 

In collaboration with KOICA (Korea International cooperation Agency) Rwanda, Club Rafiki started 
to receive Korean youth volunteers experienced in various sphere. The objective of this alliance 
was to work together with the Agency in order to promote various talents of children between the 
ages of 7 to 15 years old by teaching them creative arts, hygiene and it importance to our health, 
values and role of children in building a nation, reading session to promote a culture of reading 
among them and finally different educative games such as Chess, sports and recreation etc. 

The main target of this undertaking is to help prepare the beneficiaries of this activities for a better 
future, to equip them with various skills and ability to face the future well prepared and skillful, 
unfortunately with the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic this activities was put on hold due to the 
preventive measure of the pandemic, however even though children couldn’t benefit physically 
from this program, the center together with KOICA adopted an approach of conducting E-learning 
to allow children to keep the momentum and continue to take the gain of the teachings. 

Furthermore, when the strict preventive measures against COVID-19 was uplifted due to a strong 
campaign conducted by the government to fight the pandemic, the alliance between KOICA and 
Club was reestablished and the program is conducted as usually with its initial mission of preparing 
beneficiaries well equipped for a better future. Finally, Club Rafiki also acknowledge the 
contribution of KOICA and its volunteer Kim Sea.

Success story: 

Education is our passport to the future, for tomorrow belongs to the people who prepare for 
it today

Miss Kim Sea otherwise known as Mukunzi is assisting young kids Creative Activities for Children as the 
future youth need this kind of activities for facilitating them to know more on the role of youth centers in 
promoting their rights to play and recreation as one of the key activity of youth center.
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Countless organizations including public institutions local and international 
Non-Governmental Organisations, embassies, youth organizations or initiatives 
without forgetting our friends from different corners of the world join us with the 
aim of achieving our plans to promote and assisting younger generations. We 
recognize everyone’s contribution toward the materialization of youth 
achievement and the meaningful impact on youth who frequent the center 
regularly and made a big difference among themselves and the community 
surrounding the center as well. All kinds of supports received from partners and 
friends has facilitated us to overcome many obstacles and become more 
involved in accomplishments that are promoting and developing the youth in a 
meaningful ways.

COVID-19 has been affecting youth daily lives routine for the past two years, the 
total absence of practices and participation in sports, leisure, and recreational 
activities including some issues related to their health like unplanned 
pregnancies, sexual transmitted diseases, HIV, etc. and social-economic matters 
i.e. unemployment, occupation, education/ vocational training etc. Club Rafiki 
however still facing  some confines in order to achieve its mission of transform 
and develop the youth, and some of the challenges are: -limited space to 
accommodate youth’s activities as they wish, -insufficient resources to 
emphasize club’s programs -some sports infrastructures must be renovated  
after a long period of no use because of  preventive measures to fight COVID-19 
pandemic. 

In this year with hardship period fighting the spread of COVID-19, we learned a 
lot and understood the power of networking with everyone as individuals or 
organizations, Through this experience we will continue to work with each and 
everyone in order to  extend our capacities of developing young people as it 
always be our daily dream. Collaborating  with others NGO, improving the 
socio-economic development of young people, Sexual and Reproductive Health 
and Rights education, Girls protection and promotion, youth talents detection 
and advancement will be our top priority for Club Rafiki’s future plan.

 Club Rafiki Board of Directors and management team would like to thank all the 
employees, youth volunteers in  center programs for their fine efforts and 
dedication during this busy period in which the group delivered strong results in 
terms of safety, quality and financial assistance in various ways. We would also 
like to thank beneficiaries of center programs  parents and caregivers for their 
good support and cooperation during the fiscal year 2021/22   moreover we are 
looking forward to experienced the same good cooperation in the fiscal year 
2022/23.

IV. OUR STRENGHTs

V. CHALLENGES 

VI. RECOMMENDATION

VII. CONCLUSION   
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Appendix 1:  
Income and Expenditures Statement

July 2021 to June 2022    

Chart of expenditure

30%

26%17%

15%

8%

2%

2%

CHART OF EXPENDITURE 

SN OPERATING FUNDS: USD FRW %
0 Opening balance FY 2019/20 7,995.38       8,331,185       13%
1 Ministry of Youth and Culture 21,046.89     21,930,864 35%
2 City of Kigali - Nyarugenge District 1,119.64       1,166,666 2%
3 Korea Interna�onal Coopera�on Agency (KOICA) 786.95           820,000 1%

4 Funds from Indigo Founda�on plus exchange interest 13,860.14     14,442,267 23%

5
Membership, friends of Rafiki, services, and rental 
infrastructure plus exchange rate interest 

15,835.41     16,500,500 26%

Total Opera�ng Income 60,644.42 63,191,482

SN OPERATING EXPENSES: USD FRW %
1 Human resources 18,258.73 19,025,600 30%
2 Rehabilita�on and Maintenance 15,595.06 16,250,050 26%
4 Youth empowerment, employment and promo�on  10,036.47 10,458,000 17%
5 VCT services and SRHR educa�on 9,301.43 9,692,092 15%
6 U�li�es and office materials 4,818.22 5,020,590 8%
7 Other expenses 1,491.84 1,554,500 2%
9 Bank fees 100.82 105,050 0%

10 Balance 1,041.84 1,085,600 2%
Total expenditure 60,644.42 63,191,482

98%

EXPENDITURE

G/Burn rate 

Youth 
empowement 

and promotiiom 

Utilities and 
office materials 

Rehabilitation and 
Maintenance

Balance

Other expenses 

Human resources 

VCT services and 
SRHR education

Bank fees 0%
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Youth attendance

468,883
Male:64%, Female:36%

Positive cases: 46;  M:30% , F:70%

Condom distribution

43,219
Male:67%, Female:33%Male:71%, Female:29%

Employability and 
Entrepreneurship Skills

11,980
Male:65%, Female:35%

ICT Skills

 27,534 
Male:71%, Female:29%

Vocational Trainings

 2,996 
Male:34%, Female:66%

Sport and Leisure

260,149
Male:73%, Female:27%

Education and 
Library Services

20,716
Male:69%, Female:31%

Culture promotion

7,248
Male:61%, Female:39%

Pregnancy test

501

HIV Testing

3,552
Male:53%, Female:47%

Negative : 73%, Positive : 27%

SRHR Education

65,517

ANNUAL REPORT 2021-22  
O U R  Y E A R  I N  F I G U R E S

Appendix 2:  



www.clubrafiki.com

3:35 / 1:17:35

SUBSCRIBE   

 
MEDIA CONTRIBUTION

July 2021

Sept 2021

Oct 2021

Dec 2021

Jan 2022

UDS: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=djL046kPj_4
English Corner: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SNxZ3ptlLGI

Rwanda Traditional dishes: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1qi1l_6EEOM
Girls CR Youth Volunteer: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lAh_4CpWBLc

Miss INGABIRE in Club Rafiki: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gJvg6CPqMuw
UDS Gender balance sports: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P8xAOJm00GI

Plant tree: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uIm_mtf45QM

Club Rafiki facilitates youth with disabilities: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=afrSx1xID8c
Dance performance: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GSW92Pmisx8

Women’s Day: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WSfoBS_I4_Y
Youth and ICT for change: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PXkiaG2papU

Rafiki donation: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1MBhjMgCQQE
Sewing Program: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OdkibmJuxEU

Rafiki is Back: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l7VtiimlvUw
Umuganda: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lHc1kY-
jkA_I

GOA (Giants of Africa): 
https://giantsofafrica.org/what-we-do/courts/rafiki-club-court/
https://www.newtimes.co.rw/news/club-rafi-
ki-where-youth-are-nurtured-maximise-their-talents

CLUB RAFIKI

May 2022

June 2022

April 2022

Feb 2022

Club Rafiki
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Special  thanks to:

 Gratitude

Club Rafiki thanks Giants of Africa for 
its great support to refurbish the 
basketball courts this year including 
the building of additional facilities that 
will be hosting a canteen, fitting room 
and a physician therapist room.

Club Rafiki recognize the considerable support of youth 
centers strengthening project implemented through the 
framework of Barame project funded by Enabel Rwanda 
(Belgian development agency) through Society for Family 
Health (SFH) for financial support that allowed the 
construction of a modern toilet including the donation of 
variety medical materials and trainings kits to help the center 
different programs to run smoothly. 

 

   

   

   

OUR CORDIAL
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+250788853615

yegoclubrafiki@gmail.com 
Po Box 952 Kigali 

Kigali, Rwanda KN2 Av 266

www .clubrafiki.com


